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Chapter 1 : Christina's World by Andrew Wyeth - galleryIntell
Christina's World is a painting by American painter Andrew Wyeth and one of the best-known American paintings of the
middle 20th century. It is a tempera work done in a realist style, depicting a woman lying on the ground in a treeless,
mostly tawny field, looking up at a gray house on the horizon; a barn and various other small outbuildings are adjacent
to the house.

A lifelong animal lover, Ross was always rescuing wounded animals and nursing them back to health. As a
kid growing up in Florida, this meant one rather strange addition to the family: Even in his adult life, Ross was
always playing host to orphaned and injured animals, including an epileptic squirrel that lived in his empty
Jacuzzi. Basically, he was the guy who told everyone else what to do. Before he lent his dulcet voice to The
Joy of Painting, Ross spent a lot of time yelling. And I was fed up with it. Ross discovered the series while
working as a bartender, and became an immediate fan of the artist. He ended up studying under Alexander,
who became his mentor. In the early s, as Alexander was preparing to retire, he asked Ross to take over
teaching his painting classes. One way he did this was to save money on haircuts by getting his locks permed.
Amazon Though Ross reportedly hated the permed hair, he was a businessman first, which is why he kept it.
Kowalski, who is often credited as the woman who " discovered " Ross, took a five-day instructional course
with Ross in , and quickly became enamored with his calming voice and positive messages. In addition to
newfound painting skills, Kowalski left the class with a new client: The Joy of Painting ran new seasons on
PBS from to , so even at public broadcasting rates the show must have made Ross quite a bit of loot, right?
Ross actually did the series for free; his income came from Bob Ross Inc. How did Ross find the time to tape
all of those shows for free? He could record a season almost as fast as he could paint. Ross could bang out an
entire episode season of The Joy of Painting in just over two days, which freed him up to get back to teaching
lessons, which is where he made his real money. In addition to being carried by approximately 95 percent of
all public television stations across America, reaching viewers in more than The Joy of Painting was a big hit
in Japan, where it aired twice a day. His voice, however, was dubbed. On a visit to the country, Ross was
reportedly mobbed by fans. They are just commercial exploiters, non-artists teaching other non-artists. He lost
part of his left index finger when he was a kid in a woodworking accident while working with his dad, who
was a carpenter. In fact, he liked to keep his work as people-free as possible. The Joy of Painting regularly
featured a rotating cast of happy little animals, with a tiny squirrel named Peapod probably getting the bulk of
airtime. According to Ross, Peapod liked to sit in his pocket. It was once estimated that only 10 percent of
viewers were actually painting along with Ross. That same data set discovered that Steve liked happy little
lakes: Ross shot episodes of The Joy of Painting and made three near-exact copies of each painting per
episode. The first copy always hid off screen, and Ross referred to it while the cameras rolled none of his
on-air paintings were spontaneous. Ross painted a third copy when filming finished. This time, an assistant
would stand behind him and snap photos of each brushstroke; these pictures went into his how-to books. In ,
Bob Ross Inc. Bob knew about this. A video of Ross painting a mountain has a staggering 7. Of course, not all
of those are ASMR viewers, but a mounting online presence suggests they certainly deserve some of the
credit. Yet he was not one to hawk his own work. So what happened to them? When Ross died of lymphoma
in , most of his paintings either ended up in the hands of charity or PBS.
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Chapter 2 : Christina's World - Wyeth Print Gallery : Wyeth Print Gallery
Andrew Wyeth painted "Christina's World" in His father, N.C. Wyeth, had been killed at a railway crossing just three
years earlier, and Andrew's work underwent a significant change after the loss.

By Rebecca Chamberlain When identifying the quintessential American realist painter, one need look no
further than to the creator of the aloof New England inhabitants of a weather- worn coastal house captured in
the portfolio of Andrew Wyeth. Early Life of an American Icon At 1: He was the youngest of five children.
However, the younger Wyeth suffered from much more than acute sensitivity. He was plagued with anemia,
double hernias, whooping cough, and a chronic sinus condition. In spite of what Andrew described as an
isolated and sheltered childhood, he credited his father with creating a virtual Renaissance School filled with
complete sets of Shakespeare, Goethe, and Tolstoy. The elder Wyeth was often harsh with his critiques but
Andrew credited the assessments with doing a great service to him in spite of years of a tempestuous and
volatile relationship with his father. In bringing Wyeth to the house, Betsy was subjecting him to a test of
sorts, to see his reaction to the peculiar state of the house, which was filthy and reeked with pungent odors, as
well as to see his reaction to the Olsons themselves. The siblings were both in their forties and had dedicated
themselves to caring for one another. Alvaro, a former seaman, stayed close to home to care for his sister
whose body was ravaged by a degenerative disorder which was never conclusively diagnosed. Her muscles
had progressively deformed which caused a startling metamorphosis of her physical abilities as well as her
appearance. Christina rejected the assistance of a wheelchair and used her arms to pull her body around the
house and its surroundings. She managed many of the household duties while Alvaro attended to the
maintenance of the house and to working the farm. Betsy wanted to see first if he would enter the house in
spite of its horrific appearance and foul odor which permeated from its walls. She wanted to gauge his reaction
and the reaction was immediate. He studied the structure of the house, collected his art supplies, and climbed
to the roof of his station wagon where he sketched out a watercolor, thereby creating the first of the Olson
House series which would be produced over three decades. He then entered the home and joined the new
forceful trio of Betsy, the Olson House, and the lives of Christina and Alvaro. Wyeth fervently examined
every minute detail of the house. He documented his studies in a multitude of drawings depicting the house
from every conceivable angle. His diligent exploration of the dwelling led him to the largely vacant upper two
floors of the house. There, he was drawn to look out a wavy-paned glass window to witness the startling
image of Christina, dragging her body across the field below on her way back to the house. The scene
consumed Wyeth and inspired him to paint a tempera portrait of the stoic New England woman to forever
record that memory. His landscapes have sometimes been altered from the actual image and he sometimes
omitted objects to create a more pleasing composition. In spite of this or perhaps as a result of, there seems to
be a specter of what was once there remaining in many of his works. This was the case, in reference to the
image that Wyeth saw from the third floor window of the Olson house, which was not what he painted. At the
top sits the Olson House and two buildings void of any surrounding trees which in reality encased the
property. I kept building her in my mind-a living being there on a hill whose grass was really growing.
Someday she was going to be buried under it. Statue of Capitoline Gaul by Epigonus. Wyeth redefined the
dignified suffering known as pathos which is exemplified in the Statue of Capitoline Gaul. He substituted the
muscular wounded soldier found in the ancient statue with the figure of a disabled woman. It became a
composite of the real and the imagined or remembered. He admired her and as a result of his own unhealthy
and isolated childhood, shared a commonality with her. Her respect and approval mattered deeply to him and
he was worried by what her reaction to the portrait might be. He did not know if she was aware of what he was
doing until he noticed that in the studio his chair had been moved and he discovered a trail of dust on the floor
which exposed that something had dragged itself along across the steps. She knew what I was doing, all right,
and never said anything. The painting showed a young girl manipulating a model sailboat in a pool. It was
ignored throughout the dinner until Andrew and Christina were left alone. The artist then asked his model
what she thought of the painting and she only raised her fingers to her mouth in a hushing motion. The
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painting would be one of many that Wyeth would paint of his friend and would remain her favorite. We
identify with the struggle of the woman to reach her destination no matter how impossible the task appears to
be. Houghton Mifflin Company, A House for Dreams to be Made. Cincinnati Art Museum, Two Worlds of
Andrew Wyeth: Metropolitan Museum of Art, Hudson Hills Press Inc. Harper Collins, , Houghton Mifflin
Company, , Metropolitan Museum of Art, ,
Chapter 3 : Andrew Wyeth on "Christina's World" | American Masters | PBS
The woman crawling through the tawny grass was the artist's neighbor in Maine, who, crippled by polio, "was limited
physically but by no means spiritually.".

Chapter 4 : Andrew Wyeth. Christina's World. | MoMA
Who is the woman in Andrew Wyeth's striking painting Christina's World, and why is she sprawled in a field, looking
longingly toward a far-off farmhouse? For decades, these questions have drawn in.

Chapter 5 : 15 Things You Might Not Know About 'Christinaâ€™s World' | Mental Floss
"The challenge to me was to do justice to her extraordinary conquest of a life which most people would consider
hopeless." There is a good chance that at some point of time while browsing art, you would have seen this painting titled
"Christina's World" by American artist Andrew Wyeth.

Chapter 6 : MoMA | A Closer Look at Christinaâ€™s World
New Products Are Here. Welcome to Christina's World! To view our glass ornaments and place an order for your store,
click Wholesale Login Here you may register and access our online catalog.

Chapter 7 : Framing "Christina's World" by Andrew Wyeth (video) | Khan Academy
Christina's World () is a familiar image in popular culture but upon closer examination, the scene can be quite
mysterious. Who is the young woman in the field, and what is she thinking as she stares off into the distance? Curator
Laura Hoptman's richly illustrated essay revisits the genesis.

Chapter 8 : "American Gothic" Christina's World (TV Episode ) - IMDb
Inside Christina's World. by Rebecca Chamberlain. By Rebecca Chamberlain. When identifying the quintessential
American realist painter, one need look no further than to the creator of the aloof New England inhabitants of a weatherworn coastal house captured in the portfolio of Andrew Wyeth. Wyeth's specific fascination with one elusive family, the
Olsons of Maine, and more specifically.

Chapter 9 : Christina's World: Paintings and Prestudies of Andrew Wyeth by Wyeâ€¦ | eBay
Product Features Art Print Title: Andrew Wyeth Christina's World Art Print Poster.
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